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Abstract

In this paper we construct a geometric model for deformable magnetizable bodies in

the framework of thermodynamics of simple materials, taking into account a Maugin’s

approach for ferromagnetic crystals, developed within the irreversible thermodynamics

with vectorial and tensorial internal variables. We explicitly consider an internal (non-

Euclidean) metric as a thermodynamical non-equilibrium variable obtaining the dynam-

ical system on the fibre bundle of processes for simple material elements of the media

under consideration. The derivation of this system is the first step to apply the qualita-

tive theory of dynamical systems. Furthermore, we work out the entropy function and the

entropy 1-form, which represents the starting point to introduce an extended thermody-

namical phase space. Finally, from Clausius-Duhem inequality we give the extra-entropy

flux and the state laws.

1. Introduction

In a previous paper [1] a geometrization technique was applied to the
thermodynamics of magnetizable simple materials with internal variables
[2]- [8], using a model given by Maugin in [9]- [11], within the irreversible
thermodynamics. The aim of this paper is to develop, in the same geometric
framework, a thermodynamical model for these media, where an extra in-
ternal variable is introduced in terms of a non-Euclidean intrinsic material
metric g mixing up with the deformation gradient F and accounting for
internal disarrangement. In Sections 2 and 3 we give a continuum descrip-
tion of deformable ferromagnetic crystals and we introduce the concept of
physical metric in thermodynamics due to K.C. Valanis [12]. In Section 4
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we recall, following G.A. Maugin, the fundamental laws that govern the
processes occurring inside the considered media. In Section 5 we construct
a geometric model for magnetizable crystals with a non-Euclidean metric
working out the dynamical system for simple material elements of these me-
dia and the expressions of the entropy function and of the entropy 1-form.
This last result is the starting point to introduce an extended thermody-
namical phase space [13]. Furthermore, the obtained dynamical system is a
set of ordinary differential equations with respect to time on the fibre bundle
of processes, while the thermodynamical models developed in the frame-
work of irreversible thermodynamics are described by partial differential
equations [9]- [11]. Finally, using Maugin’s technique, we derive the extra-
entropy flux and the state laws, with the aid of Clausius-Duhem inequality.
Concrete materials covered by these models include ferrites, ferro-magnets
and anti-ferromagnets. In [14] a thermodynamic geometrical model was
developed by the authors for deformable dielectrics with a non-Euclidean
structure by the same geometrization technique.

2. Basic assumptions of a model for deformable magnetizable
bodies

We recall here briefly the continuous description of deformable ferro-
magnetic bodies due to Maugin [9] - [11].

We work in a suitable Galilean quasi-static approximation considering
an Eulerian configuration Kt of the body, where a rectangular Cartesian
coordinate system is assumed. A deformable magnetically ordered crystal
below its magnetic transition temperature Tcr is assumed to be composed
of n molecular (ionic) species, each one of them giving rise to a field of
magnetization per unit of mass denoted by µα (α = 1, ..., n) (magnetic
sublattices interactions). A spin density sα per unit mass is associated with
each µα via the gyromagnetic relation

(1) sα(x, t) = γ−1
α µα(x, t)

where γα = gαe/2m0c (e: electronic charge; m0= rest mass of the electron;
c: light velocity in vacuo) is the gyromagnetic ratio and gα is the α-th
corresponding spectroscopic splitting factor associated to the ionic species.
The total spin intrinsic momentum per unit mass is thus given by

(2) s =
∑
α

sα =
∑
α

γ−1
α µα.
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Furthermore, it is

(3) µ(x, t) =
∑
α

µα(x, t).

If all magnetic moments of the ions arise only from spin, it is gα = ge = e.
In [9] it is argued that µα has necessarily at x and instantaneously at time
t the following time evolution equation

(4) µ̇α = ωα × µα = −γαBeff × µα

where ωα(x, t) = −γαBeff is the instantaneous and local precessional ve-
locity of µα and the effective magnetic field Beff is assumed to be

(5) Beff = B +L B +m−1(∇ ·L B),

where: B is the external magnetic induction; LB is a vector which accounts
for the intermagnetic-sublattice interactions coming from the different ionic
species; LB is a rank two tensor which accounts for the spin-lattice interac-
tions arising between each magnetic sublattice and the material continuum
(i.e. the crystal lattice) that are responsible for the typical ferromagnetic
ordering. It is also obvious that it is

(6) ωα · µ̇α = 0

or

(7) γ−1
α µ̇α · ωα = 0

taking into account equation (1). This last equation means that sα is a
d’Alembertian inertia couple (i.e. a gyroscopic couple). In the following we
will consider only one species of molecules.

3. Intrinsic Material Metric or ”physical metric”.

The concept of physical metric in thermodynamics has been introduced
by K.C Valanis [12] in an effort to determine a conceptual connection bet-
ween the micromotion and the global material behavior. In classical con-
tinuum theories the material metric is always Euclidean, or can be reduced
to Euclidean by a transformation, but in [12] a concrete example is given
where the physical metric evolves from Euclidean to non-Euclidean when
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the deformation of a neighborhood is non-affine. Moreover, cases are shown
where the intrinsic material metric is an internal variable, which is function
of the internal material structure and its evolution. The physical interpre-
tation is that although the initial material metric in the reference frame
may be Euclidean, an internal disarrangement of the atomic structure of a
material neighborhood will cause its metric to become ”intrinsically” non-
Euclidean, so that

(8) ds2
0 = gαβ

dxαdxβ

where ds2
0 is the square of the initial distance of two neighboring particles

at t = 0 and gαβ
is the intrinsic material metric. Its effect is to change the

expression for the Finger (material Cauchy-Green tensor) and Left Cauchy-
Green tensors. In a previous paper [15] it was already considered the pos-
sibility of introducing as extra internal variable an ”inner metric” g which
mixes up with the deformation gradient F through an algebraic relation of
the type

(9) C = FTgF,

where C is the material Cauchy-Green tensor and the symbol ”T” de-
notes transposition. The internal variable g is then a non-Euclidean metric
tensor that has to do with an average tensor characterizing the local de-
viations from the Euclidean structure associated with effects on the meso-
scopic scale [12]. What we mean is that if the mesoscopic subdomains have
characteristic dimension too small to be detected by technical instruments
of measure then one may only observe the motion of certain aggregates
of mesoscopic subdomains. Along a thermodynamic process the individual
mesoscopic subdomain migrates and diffuses, so that a domain’s neighbor-
hood is constantly changing. This micromotion may influence the topology
of the body, resulting thus in a non-affine deformation superposed on the
deformation of a mesodomain. This additional effect gives rise to a non-
Euclidean (local) structure. Moreover, it can produce an additional dissipa-
tion of energy inside the body which is not due to macroscopic phenomena.
We take into account this type of situation by regarding the physical metric
as an internal variable.

4. Fundamental laws

The object of our study is a non linear thermoelastic magnetizable body
(see [1]), in which the following fields interact with each other: the elastic
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field described in the case of finite deformations by stress tensor tij (in
general non symmetric) and the rate of deformation L = ∇v (where v is
the velocity field); the thermal field described by the internal energy e and
the gradient of temperature ∇θ; the magnetization µ and its gradient ∇µ.
If we split C by using eq.(9), the independent variables are represented by
the set

(10) (F,g, e,∇θ,µ,∇µ).

Alternatively, if we prefer not to split C thence we assume as variables the
following

(11) (C, e,∇θ,µ,∇µ).

No dependence whatsoever on ∇g will be considered, since covariant
effects associated with the metric would in fact pass through higher order
derivatives of g involved in curvature [12].

All the process occurring in the body considered are governed, in the
quasi-static case, by the following balance equations [9] - [11]

• Maxwell’s equations in the quasi-magnetostatic case

(12)
∂B

∂t
= 0, ∇ ·B = 0, ∇∧B = ∇∧ (mµ), H = B−mµ,

where H is the magnetic field (Lorentz-Heaviside EM units are used
throughout);
• the balance equation of mass density

(13) ṁ+m∇ · v = 0,

where m denotes the mass density and v is the velocity of body particles;

• the balance equation of momentum density

(14) mv̇ = ∇ · t + f em,

in which f em is the electromotive force and t is the non-symmetric total
stress tensor, given in components, respectively, by:

(15) f emi = mµjB
j
/i,
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(16) tij = T ij +mµ[jLBi] − LB[i|k|µj],k 6= tji,

where the brackets [ ] denote skew-symmetrization and Tij are the compo-
nents of the standard symmetric elastic stress tensor of Cauchy.

• the balance equation of moment of momentum

(17) εijktjk = fi,

where fi is a couple of forces.

• the balance equation of internal energy (1◦ law of thermodynamics)

(18) mė = p(i) −∇ · q +mr,

where e and r are the internal energy and the heat radiation per unit of
mass respectively; q is the heat flux and p(i) is the virtual power of internal
forces that in the model developed by Maugin [9]- [11] is explicitly given
by

(19) p(i) = T · L−mLB · µ̇+L B · ∇µ̇,

where L is the velocity gradient. Here and in the sequel A ·B denotes the
full contraction of vectors and tensors, i.e. A ·B = tr(ATB); moreover in
the following the heat radiation r will be neglected. The thermodynamical
model regarding the media under consideration presented in this Section is
based on the assumption that elasto-mechanical phenomena should couple,
in concrete materials both to the magnetization µ and to its gradient.

We are now ready to work on the problem of finding expressions for
L, and the quantity T · L which enters eqn. (19) for p(i). Notice that we
are facing an implicit function problem, hidden in the fact that among the
three variables F, g and C only two are independent because of equation
(9). Specific calculations suggest us to choose the two independent variables
in different ways depending upon the formula envisaged.

Through derivation the relation

(20) C = FTgF

takes the form

(21) Ċ = ḞTgF + FT ġF + FTgḞ
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From (21), using the notation Ḟ = LF we obtain

(22) Ċ = ḞTgF + FT ġF + FTg(LF).

Multiplying eq.(22) by F−1 one has

(23) ĊF−1 = (ḞTg + FT ġ) + FTgL.

Finally, from eq.(23), one obtains

(24) L = M−1ĊF−1 −M−1Ṁ

with the positions M = FTg = CF−1.
Using eq.(24), one obtains the following explicit expression for the power

of internal forces (19) in our model

(25) p(i) = −Z · Ṁ +
(
ZF−T

)
· Ċ−mLB · µ̇+ LB · ∇̇µ,

where we set for simplicity Z ≡M−TT = (TM−1)T ; the notation X−T =
(X−1)T is used for all matrices X. Using equation (25), and the first law of
thermodynamics (18), one obtains the following expression

(26) −∇ · q = mė + Z · Ṁ− (ZF−T )Ċ +mLB · µ̇− LB · ∇̇µ.

To be sure that the physical processes occurring in the body considered
are real, all the admissible solutions of the proposed evolution equations
should be restricted by the following entropy inequality (2◦ law of thermo-
dynamics:

(27) mṠ +∇ · JS ≥ 0

where S denotes the entropy per unit of mass and the entropy flux JS is
given by

(28) JS =
1

θ
q + k,

with the additional term k called extra entropy flux density which includes
contributions due to the internal variables [25]; θ is the thermodynamic
temperature (here supposed to be such that 0 < θ ≤ θc, since the range
of temperature considered is much below the Curie ferromagnetic phase-
transition temperature θc).
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5. A geometrical model for a magnetizable crystal

We recall briefly a geometrical model for the thermodynamics of ma-
terial point model developed in [2]- [8]. The first leading idea consists in
assuming from the beginning that time resides on an equal footing with all
other state variables, so that terms in dt will directly enter the so-called
entropy 1-form. Moreover, a second fundamental ingredient is the introduc-
tion of internal variables which, together with their space gradients, enter
directly the definition of the state spaces and of state functions. An instan-
taneous state space Bt is assumed to contain all state variables which fit the
configuration of the element at time t and Bt is assumed to be a manifold.
The total state space is then given by the disjoint union

(29) B =
⋃
t∈R

Bt,

with a given natural structure of fibre bundle over the real line R where
time flows [6,7]. If the instantaneous state space Bt does not vary in time,
the state space B reduces to a Cartesian product R×B. Moreover, following
Noll [3] we consider an abstract space of processes which consists of a set
Π of functions

(30) P it : [0, t]→ G,

where [0, t] is any time interval, the space G is a suitable target space
suggested by the model, i is a label ranging in an unspecified index set for
all allowed processes and t ∈ R is the so called duration of the process.
Then, a continuous function is defined

(31) ρ : R×Π→ C0(B0, Bt),

so that for any instant of time t and for any process P it ∈ Π a continuous
mapping called transformation (induced by the process) is generated.
In some cases, however, the description of the evolution of a thermodynami-
cal system requires an extension of the state space through the introduction
of further dynamical variables like, for instance, internal variables. Internal
variables represent micro-local or mesoscopic phenomena which one cannot
control in full detail and can be described as averaged quantities described
by a set of parameters (of mechanical, thermodynamical or other physical
origin suggested by the particular model chosen for the continuum (see [20]-
[24] for the general theory and applications).

Following standard ideas (see [17]- [19]), it is assumed that the body B,
having a regular boundary ∂B, is regularly embedded into the Euclidean
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space R3 by a regular family of instantaneous time-dependent configura-
tions Bt. The properties of Bt are encoded by the state variables (11). The
total state space is then:

(32) B = Lin(W )⊕ R⊕W ⊕W ⊕ Lin(W ),

where W is any vector space accounting for the variable µ and Lin(W )
accounts for its gradients ∇µ.

By assuming µ and ∇µ as state variables, we specify then the space W
of (32) to be W ' R3, where the time derivative of the polarization vector
µ lives; in other words we shall assume as state variables (C, e,∇θ,µ,∇µ).
We assume now that the following dynamical system holds

(33)



Ċ = FTg[g−1LTg + g−1ġ + L]F
mė = p(i) −∇ · q
∇̇θ = Λ
µ̇ = −γBeff × µ

˙(∇µ) = Γ
ġ = G

where p(i) and −∇ · q are given by eqs.(25) and (26), respectively and we
take into account eq.(9) and eq.(5). Moreover the following constitutive
functions are defined

(34)

θ : R×B → R++,
T : R×B → Sym(W ),
Λ : R×B →W,
Γ : R×B → Lin(W ),
G : R×B → Sym(W ).

The set (B, Π, θ,T,Λ,Γ) defines the simple material element of fer-
romagnetic crystals with a non-Euclidean internal metric. This dynamical
system (33) on the fibre bundle of the processes has the advantage to be a
system of ordinary differential equations with respect to time, while Mau-
gin’s model, within the context of irreversible thermodynamics, is described
by partial differential equations.

5.1. Entropy action

In this geometrical framework we are able to introduce an “entropy
action”, which is related to a reversible transformation between the initial
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and the final states b and ρit(b) = bt, respectively, by setting:

(35) s(ρit, b, t) = −
∫ t

0

1

m
∇ · JSdτ,

where JS is defined according to equation (28). Using eq. (26), we get the
following form for the entropy action

(36) s =

∫ t

0

[
− 1

mθ
∇ · q +

1

mθ2
q · ∇θ − 1

m
∇ · k

]
dτ.

Then, we can write s in the following form

(37)

s =

∫ t

0

[1

θ
ė+

1

mθ
Z·Ṁ− 1

mθ
(Z·F−T )Ċ+

1

θ
LB·µ̇− 1

mθ
LB·∇̇µ+

1

mθ2
q·∇θ− 1

m
∇·k

]
dτ.

In the next Section, by using a technique by Maugin [25], we derive the
explicit expression for the extra entropy flux k.

5.2. Exploitation of the dissipation inequality

According to our hypothesis above, the free energy is a constitutive
function of the type

(38) Ψ = Ψ(C, θ,∇θ,µ,∇µ).

By derivation with respect to time one obtains

(39) Ψ̇ =
∂Ψ

∂C
· Ċ +

∂Ψ

∂θ
θ̇ +

∂Ψ

∂∇θ
· ∇̇θ +

∂Ψ

∂µ
· µ̇+

∂Ψ

∂(∇µ)
· ˙(∇µ).

We make the following positions

(40) T̃ =
∂Ψ

∂C
; H =

∂Ψ

∂µ
; Y =

∂Ψ

∂(∇µ)
; s̃ = −∂Ψ

∂θ
; R =

∂Ψ

∂(∇θ)

and after some simple manipulation, the following form of equation (39) is
obtained

(41) Ψ̇ = T̃ · Ċ + A · µ̇− s̃θ̇ +∇ · (YT · µ̇) + R ·
(
∇̇θ
)
,
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where

(42) A =
∂Ψ

∂µ
−∇ ·

[ ∂Ψ

∂(∇µ)

]
=
δΨ

δµ

is the variational derivatives of Ψ with respect to the (state) variable µ.
From the first law of thermodynamics (18) (neglecting heat radiation)

and the second principle of thermodynamics (27), using the Legendre trans-
formation Ψ = e−θS one obtains the general form for the Clausius-Duhem
inequality in the form

(43) −m(Ψ̇ + Sθ̇) + p(i) +∇ · (θk)− JS · ∇θ ≥ 0

where the extra entropy flux k of equation (28) is considered and the
virtual power of internal forces p(i) ha the explicit expression (19).

By substituting equation (25) into the Clausius-Duhem inequality, the
following relation is obtained

− m(Ψ̇ + Sθ̇)− Z · Ṁ +
(
ZF−T

)
· Ċ−mLB · µ̇+

+ LB · ∇̇µ+∇ · (θk)− JS · ∇θ ≥ 0.(44)

We now replace equation (41) into equation (44) and obtain

(ZF−T −mT̃) · Ċ−m(S − s̃)θ̇ −m(A + LB) · µ̇+ LB · ∇̇µ+(45)

−Z · Ṁ +m∇ ·
[θk
m
−YT µ̇

]
+ R · ∇̇θ +

1

m
θk · ∇m− JS · ∇θ ≥ 0.

From inequality (45) it is possible to obtain the following state laws

T̃ =
∂Ψ

∂C
= m−1ZF−T,(46)

s̃ =
∂Ψ

∂θ
= S, R =

∂Ψ

∂(∇θ)
= 0,(47)

A =
δΨ

δµ
= −LB,(48)

k =
m

θ

[(
Y
)
T µ̇
]

=
m

θ

[( ∂Ψ

∂∇µ

)
T µ̇
]
.(49)

Then the following dissipation inequality remains

(50) −Z · Ṁ + LB · ∇̇µ+
1

m
θk · ∇m− JS · ∇θ ≥ 0
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5.3. Exploitation of the entropy action

We use now the results of Section 5.2 to exploit the expression for the
entropy action (37) for the model of ferromagnetic crystals.

By substituting the last relation into (35) the explicit expression for the
entropy action along the transformation for the system is obtained in the
following form

s =

∫
ρ
−ZF

mθ

−T
· dC +

1

θ
de +

[
LB

θ
− 1

m
∇ · (m[YT

θ
)

]
· dµ+(51)

− 1

θ
(
LB
m

+ Y) · d(∇µ) +
1

mθ

[
Z · Ṁ +

1

θ
q · ∇θ

]
dt =(52)

=

∫
ρ

Ω,(53)

so that the entropy function is now calculated as an integral of the 1-form
Ω along a path ρ into the appropriate space R×B of all thermodynamical
variables, together with the independent time variable. Here the space of
state variables amounts to choose (C, e,∇θ,µ,∇µ) as thermodynamical
variables.

In components the entropy 1-form Ω becomes:

(54) Ω = ωµdq
µ + ω0dt = ωAdq

A, (A = 1, 2, ..., 6)

where

(55) qA = (C, e,∇θ,µ,∇µ, t)

and

(56)

ωA =
[
− (ZF)−T

mθ
,
1

θ
, 0,

LB

θ
− 1

m
∇·(mYT

θ
),

1

θ
(
LB
m

+Y),
1

mθ
(Z·Ṁ+

1

θ
q·∇θ)

]
.

Starting from the entropy 1-form, it’s possible to investigate and to
introduce an extended thermodynamical phase space in a suitable way [13,
26].
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